Host Klord says:
Prologue: Hayden is at SB 69 the crew is assembled in the main mess...
Host Klord says:
<<<begin mission>>>
CEO_Davidson says:
::standing in the Mess Hall wondering what is going on::
CMO_Abbott says:
::removes the padd from her lab coat pocket and makes a few notes for when she gets back to sickbay::
Host CO_Skye says:
::In her uniform, Sam stepped into the mess and took inventory of who was already there.::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks over at Davidson::CEO: Any idea what's going on?
CMO_Abbott says:
::is sat comfortably with her nose in the padd::
Host XO_Cutter says:
::Standing in front, waiting for the Captain::
CEO_Davidson says:
CTO: No...but I am sure were about to find out ::points to the CO:: Boss Lady just came in. 
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::nods, seeing Captain Skye enter::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Nods at both the CEO and CTO while taking a place at the front with two small boxes.::
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Call everyone to attention.
CEO_Davidson says:
::nods back at the Captain::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::nods::
Host XO_Cutter says:
All:  Crew...  Attention!
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::comes to attention::
CEO_Davidson says:
::goes to attention::
CMO_Abbott says:
::is so engrossed in her padd, she jumps at the sudden call for attention and sends the padd flying as she snaps to::
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: Ensign Abbott front and center.
CMO_Abbott says:
::pales hearing her name and cringes inwardly as she gingerly steps forward::
CNS_Cutter (nevermind@hide-355177E4.sympatico.ca) has left the conversation.
CNS_Cutter (nevermind@hide-355177E4.sympatico.ca) has joined the conversation.
CEO_Davidson says:
::looks over at the CTO and does the violin thing::
CMO_Abbott says:
::grins sheepishly at the CO:: CO: Sir, I'm sorry... I was just making a few notes.. I didn't mean for the padd to go flying...
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::gives him the "behave yourself" look::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Taking the first of two boxes she had with her.:: CMO: Making notes at attention.  I suppose I should discipline you for that, Ensign.  ::She let a small smile slip.:: Instead, however, for your exemplary conduct and excellent service to Starfleet, you are hereby promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade.
CNS_Cutter says:
::humming to herself but accidentally breaks into the chorus aloud:: Self: Lets do the time warp agaaaaaain..... lets do the...
Host XO_Cutter says:
::Shoots a dagger look at the CNS::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks over at the counselor:: Someone forgot their meds today...
CMO_Abbott says:
::blinks:: CO: Really?... ::goofy grin::
Host Klord says:
::applause::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Looks up sharply at the CNS.:: CNS: It's my understanding we don't speak at attention unless spoken to.......
CEO_Davidson says:
::starts to laugh at the CNS:: Singing Lessons...Singing Lessons.
CNS_Cutter says:
::looks innocently at her brother but knowing full well that her blush and their history would work against her on that one::
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: Really.  ::She opens the box and takes one pip pinning it on the newly promoted Lieutenant.::
CNS_Cutter says:
::tries really hard.... really really really really hard..... biting tongue.... firmly....::
CNS_Cutter says:
::can't do it:: CO: Um... sir?  Does singing qualify as not speaking?
Host CO_Skye says:
CMO: Congratulations.
CMO_Abbott says:
::takes a deep breath and smiles:: CO: Thank you... sir....
CNS_Cutter says:
::applauds for the CMO::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Not very pleased....quietly adds.:: CNS: We'll talk later.
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::applauds::
Host XO_Cutter says:
CO:  Not to worry Captain....  the CNS and I will discuss the meaning of "attention"  ::glares at his sister again::
Host CO_Skye says:
XO: Glad to hear it.
CNS_Cutter says:
::blank facial expression.... covering the "so what" expression that really wants to show up::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Shakes the CMO's hand and as she finishes reaches for the next box.::
CEO_Davidson says:
::thinks to him self:: Someone woke up on the wrong side of the bed this morning...
Host CO_Skye says:
CEO: Ensign Davidson: Front and Center.
CMO_Abbott says:
::shakes the CO's hand and practically floats back to her seat::
CEO_Davidson says:
::perks up and steps up to the Captain:: CO: Ma’am ::stands at attention::
Host Klord says:
Action: the CEO's untied shoelaces are painfully evident to all but him
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::looks down at his shoelaces, shaking his head with a grin::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Taking the second box, looks up in Davidson's eyes.:: CEO: For exemplary service in the line of duty, you are hereby promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Junior Grade. ::She takes the pip and pins it onto his collar.::  Congratulations Lieutenant.
CEO_Davidson says:
::eyes widen in surprise::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::grins::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Extends her hand for him to shake.::
CEO_Davidson says:
::still in shock and starts to shake the CO's Hand::
Host Klord says:
::applause::
CTO_Nightcloud says:
::applauds::
CNS_Cutter says:
::starts at the applause and uses it as her cue to do so as well.::
CEO_Davidson says:
::reaches over to shake the XO's hand also::
Host CO_Skye says:
::Once the CEO and XO finish shaking hands:: XO: Dismiss them, please.
Host XO_Cutter says:
::shakes the CEO's hand::
Host XO_Cutter says:
All:  Crew... dismissed.
Host Klord says:
<<<end Mission>>>



